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Chapter 1
Individuality Compared to
Cars in Factory

The beginning of the opening of the channel will
allow each child to bring forth the individuality
which comes from the divine part of them.
Actually, all those with very similar astrological
signs at birth will be very similar in personality
until this takes place.
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But until this does take place, this individuality can
be growing and coloring the animal brain personality
merely through the expression of the arts. Without
this you might as well be stamping out car bodies
that are, say, in the month of May, all red with four
doors and in the month of June you go to a blue car
with two doors. Stamping out groups and groups and
groups, because this is what it amounts to - the
similar personalities. Now they are different, don’t
get me wrong, but the traits are all there, the
similarities are all there.

Picture yourself as though standing in one of our
automobile plants. There is a group of red four-doors
here, a group of blue two-doors here and a group of
green ones over there that have a distinguishing
difference. All those groups are standing around and
sitting up on a pedestal in the middle of them is a gold
Cadillac.
This is an analogy of what happens when a child starts
to express their individuality. What is needed is the ability of all, the opportunity for all,
to be able to express their inner being, which then brings forth this beautiful individual of
which there can never be another
carbon copy – another just exactly like it.
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You have heard that everyone’s fingerprints are
different. So also is everyone’s individuality, but
not their personalities; there are similar
personalities.

Personality is made up of that ugly monster ego.

Individuality is made up of the beautiful inner
being.

To express individuality takes great self-esteem and self-confidence. To express the
personality takes neither. All it takes is a physical body.
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Chapter 2
God Compared to a
Whipped Cream Salad

Yes, there is a God, a powerful, all-pervading energy
whose presence is everywhere in everything. It is an
energy field filled with thoughts so potent they are
dangerous in the wrong hands and used for the wrong
purpose. It is all so complicated that one is at a loss as to
how to pull it all together for explanation.

To explain God in a very simple manner, please picture a
whipped cream fruit salad. God is the mixture in which all
else takes place, the ingredient without which there would
be nothing. Without the whipped cream as the holding
ingredient, all parts of the salad would fall apart.

The fruit are individual themselves in the whipped cream;
they still retain their taste and characteristics, but
without the whipped cream they have little relationship
to each other, except for the fact that they are all fruit.
God is the agent that bonds all together into a finished
product.
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At the bottom of the bowl, the energy (whipped cream) is
bubbling and churning (picture a blender.) The different
fruits are right on top of this bubbling and every so often
an extremely strong bubble will be right under one piece
of fruit, say a cherry or a grape.

The bubble will propel this piece of fruit to the
surface where it will float in one position (say the
stem is up on the cherry) even though it is moving
around the bowl, unless a strong bubble pops to
the surface beside it.

This will cause it to shift its position so the stem
points a slightly different direction. It will stay
afloat until the time when an extremely strong
pull of suction from below will pull it under.
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The bubbling at the bottom of the bowl,
(spinning blades of the blender), is the center of
God, the true center of our universe. We are
like the pieces of fruit on the surface of the
whipped cream going away from the bubbles. It
is all an action of ebb and flow. We are never
really away from God, because we are always in
the whipped cream mixture.

When picturing the universe as a bowl of
whipped cream salad the size of a football field,
one should picture earth as one tiny cherry. See
this football field inflated, as a football itself is
and in the center visualize the bubble making
machine. It is constantly at work; it never stops
its action, so things it affects must always be
changing.

If a picture were drawn of the universe thusly,
there would be groups of fruit clumped together
because one burst of bubbles shot them all to the
surface at one time and this determines their
floating position as they circulate around the
football field. This is an action that is never
sensed by one riding on the cherry because the
clumps of fruit all stay in their same relationship
to each other in their smaller cycles. A new burst
of bubbles or even just one bubble can shift one
of the pieces of fruit a slight bit and affect the
others a slight bit.
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In the whipped cream
there are whirlpools
formed by a spinning
fruit, say a large peach,
which pulls the smaller
fruit into its whirlpool
action and causes the smaller fruit to spin around the peach while they are all revolving
around the football field. The exact nature of this bubble machine can be compared to the
hydrogen atom that collapsed into the black hole.
The overall picture is one of the universe in constant motion. When a star sinks into a
black hole (sucked under by a bubble in the whipped cream), it does not disintegrate to be
no more. It simply waits with the rest of the bubbles to be popped to the surface again in
a different time and place. When it does pop to the surface again, it must go through a
cooling period. When it has cooled it starts the process of evolution all over again. There is
no destruction of the stars, just appearances and disappearances.

The football field sized universe with earth as a
cherry and the sun as a peach, perhaps a
grapefruit would be a better size comparison for
the sun, are all part of the same solar system.

There are many solar systems in our galaxy and
there are many, many galaxies, each with many
solar systems.
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Chapter 3
What Happens When You Die
The following about the seedcore is a little difficult to understand, but needs to be
explained so the rest of the process makes sense.
The seedcore is the holder of the family tree. It comes back &
spins off another personality. All your former lives are part of
the seedcore. Good & bad are separated here and only the
beautiful and creative lives are kept. All it takes is one plus deed
to let any lifetime become part of the soul. If nothing was
achieved in that life, than no part of it will remain. This is the
true meaning of death.

The soul is spun off the seedcore which is what is used
over and over again on planet four (earth) with new
physical forms and personalities for every incarnation.
The term seedcore is the family that the half of the soul
in incarnation has access to. The other half of the soul,
the one not in incarnation, is also here in the seedcore.
The individual seedcore is what stays and reincarnates
each time. Your individual soul, which spun off from the
seedcore, goes with your personality. You do not die, but
the soul-infused personality that you are now does not
come back to earth.
The seedcore goes to the inner planes with you, the
personality-soul, when you cross over. You are one at this
point. You read charts of your seedcore's progress, have
conferences with teachers, discuss mistakes and areas
where lessons are needed.
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You, with much help from your teachers and guides, plan
what the seedcore's next try will be like, the lessons that
are needed, the goal, etc.

The seedcore then separates from you, similar to the
stages that separate from a rocket. You, the personalitysoul with all the knowledge of the seedcore still in your
memory-computer bank, stay and progress onward on the
inner planes. That same knowledge that you have in the
little piece of seedcore that has spun off and stayed in
you, (your individual soul), also stays in the central
seedcore that reincarnates into another body. Your
seedcore, which you spun off of, is what comes back. It
spins off another personality- soul combination that you
help to create. Your twin soul's seedcore does the same.

This process, the way all this is handled, is similar to
documentary films kept in a projection room (Akashic
Records room). There are rolls of records in the Akashi
record room. The individual lives are each stacked on top
of each other as “cans” of film in a projection room.
Instead of using a numbering system for the cans of film
the notes of the chromatic musical scale are used.
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When twelve lives have been completed for each trip through
the chromatic scale, the group of twelve rolls or cans of film
are wrapped together and labeled with the musical tone of
that particular set of lessons. The rolls of twelve are then
turned sideways and stored with the previous musical tone.
They are left standing upright in front of the bin for that
soul, the male and female bins are side by side.

When each have completed twelve lives for the same musical
tone, they make a “documentary” of the positive and
negative aspects of each life. The negative aspects or
lessons that need to be learned are stored on one film to be
worked on in the future. The positive lives are weighed or
compared to the previous negative documentary and those
attitudes that were transmuted by either half of the spark
are eliminated from the negative documentary.

As you can see, it is a system of pluses and minuses of the
combined lessons learned by either half. Whoever chooses to
incarnate the next time chooses which items on the negative
documentary film they want to transmute and then they refer
to the positive film to choose past strengths gained. You can
see why you need to be in contact with your other half. The
strengths you need to draw on may have been a strength
gained by your other half instead of you. If you never reach
contact with the other half you most likely will not transmute
the negative attitudes you chose to work on so they can be
eliminated from the negative documentary.
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This seedcore of each, their individual seedcore, is like a
porous rock or stone, or perhaps a sponge. All the tiny
cells of this sponge are filled with all this great and
beautiful knowledge of former incarnations. It is
compressed in each to as small an area as possible. This
sponge needs to become as though soaked with water. It
will swell and expand inside each and the knowledge
locked in these tiny black holes of cells will be released.
The way to get it to expand is through meditation,
imagination and visualization. But first there must be the
awareness that it is there inside of each, in the brain of
which only 15 to twenty percent is being used now. These
cells of the sponge must be enlarged for evolution to go forward.

As God shattered Himself into individual sparks and entered
human bodies, so also does the human at the same stage in
evolution shatter himself. This is called a “rebirth into
continuity,” the true meaning of being “born again.” It
releases his former incarnations and from that time on he
will be able to be in communication with all his previous
personalities and also – as he continues opening unused levels
of his mind – with future personalities that the seedcore is
planning. Each of these seedcores of energy provide access
to all the previous personalities that had lived on the earth plane at one time. The way this
happens is if the personality on the earth plane in a physical body opens up the higher
levels of his mind, he causes a "rebirth into continuity."

The moon, though considered "dead" still fills an area
of time and space. So humans, when "dead," are also
still in time and space. You see, an entities’ former
incarnations are in time and space and, up until this
shattering, are in a vacuum inside the mind of the
human. The shattering allows them to take form and
rise up and expand into the universe.
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This rebirth into continuity frees the previous personalities
inside his mind. It frees all the knowledge and wisdom gained
in these other lives, making this wisdom available for others to
use. This also begins the growing and evolving process for
these past incarnations. This is the true meaning of the term
to be “born again” for which the correct wording is a “rebirth
into continuity.”

You see, all your former lives are part of this seedcore. This is
the point where the good and bad are separated and only the
good, beautiful and creative lives are kept. This is the true
meaning of death. If the life you lead has been so degrading
and so unspiritual, that you cannot pull it back up with help on
the inner planes, then that particular personality truly "dies."
It will not linger on. No part of it will be incorporated into the
seedcore to have everlasting life. As an example, say you had a
lived a life as a murderer we'll call Bob. If you never did
anything good in that life, Bob would not live eternal life. Yet if
Bob, before he died repented and gave money to help a blind
child or his mother, then Bob would become an eternal part of the soul and live on.
All it takes is one plus deed to allow any lifetime to incorporate as an eternal part of the
soul.
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Chapter 4
In The Beginning

Beginning

It is I who see all
From a viewpoint high above
A swirling cloud of energy
With thoughts of truth and love.

I have legions I employ
To get many tasks done
I am the energy for your universe
I am your Sun, I am your Son.
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Birth

Gases swirled and exploded
Raining fire and ashes down onto Earth
below
As we watched hushed and silent
He is our Sun.

The power and the glory of God
Will be forever
He is our Sun,
He is our Son.
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Development

The planets moved away from their
birthplace
And as the first one was lifted and on
its own
It was beautiful to see
Like a babe taking its first step
This first-born Sun, this first-born
Son.

As each moved off into the cosmos
The silence was broken by a musical
tone
The Spirit Mind was still connected to
each one, through a tiny line
This is the way He sends His thoughts
down, to all His children
They were each a Sun, they were a
Son.
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Growth

The Creator’s thoughts formed
Into sunsets and dawns
They were His Suns
They were all His Sons.

They gathered two by two in silence
Then joined in purity
And joined in harmony
A chorus strong and beautiful to see.
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Frustration

Suddenly came discontent
Then came the storms
Winds started howling
Rain came pouring down

The lightning flashed
The storms grew angrier
With the power and glory of our Sun

The thunder rolled, the lightning flashed and
reached out
As each grew larger, stronger, hotter
Reaching further, growing meaner, tensions
building, tempers growing
Then the lightning bolts exploded, sizzled, sparks
drifted down.
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Solution
As the fire came raining down
Everything was covered
First the ground was washed all over
With a light and glistening rain
Over which God hovered

Next came the coating
On all the trees and beautiful flowers
Giving them luster of their own
So they could reflect the perfect light
Of their only Sun.

Then came the fire and glory
That shattered into sparks that
glowed
And found their home in us.
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Thankfulness

We were really quite blessed
To receive this love
This love from our father.

What a most glorious sight
We must perfect our souls
So we can return to our Father.
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Our Creator

The power and the glory
The fire and the beauty
The pain and the love.

The wonder of Him who adored us
From His home above
You are His son, you are each His son.
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